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Abstract
Monitoring student activity in learning management system (LMS) can provide useful information for learning design, student support, and development of LMS analytical tools. This study used LMS log information to detect the elements which help students to reach their learning goals in a flipped classroom course of bioscience, identify students’ time management difficulties, and develop tools to detect students with risk of drop out during the course. A traditional lecture course of bioscience was modulated into flipped classroom, and Moodle activity of 100 voluntary student was analyzed in the study to reveal the potential pitfalls of the course structure. Effectiveness of course content to increase learning success was tested with pair-vise comparisons, variance analyzes and best subset regression. Although in general, the students were able to reach the learning goals better after the modulation, LMS log information revealed several challenges in self-regulated learning. The learning activity of the students with high drop-out/failure risk was highly periodical, for which 25 % of their LMS use was happening in a single day of 7-week course. Beside the time management challenges, use of elements of resources and supportive mechanisms affected course passing and grading statistically significantly. These parameters were together able to predict the learning success (R² = 0,645) much better than student’s earlier studies or main study subject. Interestingly, detail analyses of single elements revealed small but significant, nonlinear effects of self-evaluation and external www-links for low and high-grade students, respectively. LMS use of students at-risk was significantly different already during the first week of the course, which indicate high possibilities of learning analytics to identify students who need help during the course.
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1. Introduction
During the last decades, higher education has been turning online to make the learning available for students outside the campus. A dramatic example of this shift happened during the pandemic 2020, during which 1.6 billion students were forced to learn outside their classrooms. This emergency online-teaching period introduced all teachers to online facilities, but also increased isolation and unsatisfaction of students as well as teacher’s anxiety for the teaching in online platforms. At the same time, analytical information of student retention and completion rates as well as microscale learning analytics has become an important target for university and national scale development of higher education [1]. Thus, there is a large need for information about student supportive online learning environments, and factors that could be used to identify and guide students at risk of drop-out [2].

Recently, lack of social interaction has been commonly used as an argument against the online learning. Teachers feel unable to track the learning processes when lecturing online, or when the students are making their studies independently in learning management systems (LMS) like Moodle.
The benefits of social interaction and teacher’s role to chop the learning process into small, reachable parts has been known for almost 100 years [3]. However, noninteractive lecturing has been widely used also in pre-covid times, especially in the STEM [4], which can explain why students prefer online participation also when the lecture rooms have been re-opened.

Teaching practices to support students have more than one variable: studies are not only online or onsite but also synchronous or asynchronous, interactive or independent, contain formative or summative assessments etc. Moreover, blended teaching (e.g. flipped classroom), in which students’ personal (online) and group (lecture room) time alternate, has become widely used method to reach students outside the campus and to increase social interactions in teaching [5]. However, as teachers can have unsatisfactory experiences from online teaching, there is need for studies in which efficiency of selected methods to support learning has been demonstrated and/or elements of course design linked to learning success and/or risk of drop-out has been identified. The latter goal require learning analytics and it can provide useful information for faculty members modifying courses, identifying, and supporting students at-risk, and developing LMS analytical tools.

2. Theoretical background

During the last 20 years, learning design has been widely used to identify the good teaching practices [6]. As each course is different and may contain dozens of actions, learning design use categorization of course elements into for example resources, tasks, and supportive mechanisms. The importance of elements or categories to help students to reach the learning outcomes can be tested with several methods. Beside the self-report studies, newer research has focused more on students’ act on LMS with learning analytics [7]. Learning analytics does not only provide numeric information of students’ actions in LMS but also new opportunities to monitor students’ learning progress [8]. When students are operating with any online platform, their activity is tracked for mostly security and/or commercial reasons. Their activity on LMS is saved as log data which can be used to estimate the factors of learning success [9,10]. This provides educators information on the usefulness of course materials, students at-risk, and time of study work. However, analyses of LMS Log activity require mining of large data sets, beside which it can have ethical challenges [11].

Since the beginning of learning analytics era, it has become clear that some, but not all, elements predict student retention and academic performance [12]. Benefits of several individual parameters and categories on learning success has been demonstrated. For example, use of resources (e.g. video lectures, texts) sound obvious requirement for reaching the learning outcomes and there is correlation between LMS use and academic performance [13,14]. However, parameters like time spent on video lectures have controversial effect on student performance [10,15]. Tasks increase student activity and their benefits for learning improvement has been well demonstrated especially in case of quizzes [16–19]. Recently, supportive mechanisms have been widely studied as interaction-based learning like Community of Inquiry CoI [20] has become more popular in online education. Interactivity prevents isolation in online learning [21,22] and can increase student satisfaction and learning outcomes as well as reduce the drop-out rate [23–25]. Supportive mechanisms can also lead to better learning outcomes [24,26,27].

As online and blended courses can assume study work outside the lecture hours, students must be able to plan their learning schedules and follow their plans. This can cause time management challenges. When studying independently, students may use unoptimized techniques [28] beside which their skills in self-regulated learning can be affected by the social background [29]. Therefore, students need training for independent study work, and differences in their learning schedules can have strong influence on learning success. For example, periodical activity of course material in LMS demonstrate challenges with time management [30–33] which will lead to procrastination and last night LMS activity [34–36]. This can be revealed only with data mining of Moodle log information.

Success on the course depends on the combination of elements (e.g. resources, tasks, supportive mechanisms) in which students are participating during their study work and time of this activity. Moreover, LMS can provide information on the differences in course material use between withdrawers and completers with different learning success, and differences in learning strategies among students [7,10,13]. The LMS log data has been used to estimate best-practice models for online
learning [8,37] and the purpose for learning analytics of LMS log data is to identify and help students-at-risk as early as possible [2].

Beside students’ activity on the course, their demographic and static data can determinate learning success [2]. During the pandemic 2020, there was more concern at first-year students than students with “academic skills”. Therefore, students with academic background could have less difficulties than freshmen to pass their studies. Likewise, students with similar studies in their previous education could reach the learning outcomes easier than students who take the course as a part of their minor studies.

2.1 Flipped classroom

Flipped Classroom (FL) has become a common method to engage students with interactivity without limiting the study work in a classroom. It is based on delivery of information which students will study independently before participating interactive (usually onsite) elements [38]. This individual and group space combining method can help interactivity on large-scale and multi-campus courses and its efficacy on learning outcomes has been demonstrated [for example 39]. Students participating FL course will be more responsible for their learning for which they require more self-regulation skills but co-work in interactive elements will set short-term goals for their study work [40]. Moreover, as students are familiar with the course material, they are able to reach more challenging tasks (e.g. problem-based learning, experiment-design) together with their peers during the group space, and ask applied questions from their teacher in the meetings.

Tracking the activity of each student before they will participate on the interactive elements is challenging in large FC courses. However, working with peers can increase students’ motivation to study the material in advance. In many cases, majority of learning in FC courses happens in LMS for which the learning can be organized also fully online, if the interactive elements are voluntary or organized with online meetings. This can be essential for students living far away from the campus, but at the same time it can lead into lower learning outcomes for students studying without these supportive mechanisms.

As several elements of FL and online are similar, there is no differences in the studying strategies of these courses [41]. Therefore, LMS can provide information of student actions and best practices related to learning success in FL courses. Moreover, when the supportive mechanisms are voluntary and course can be completed fully online, importance of interactivity to learning success can be tested.

In the current study, I have used learning analytics to detect the activity of students on a new flipped classroom course. The course was modulated from traditional lecture course into self-regulated studying behavior demanding flipped classroom teaching on spring 2016 as a part of flipped classroom project in the university [42,43]. During the modulation 90 min lectures were chopped into 10 to 30 min segments and recorded as screencasts. Lectures were delivered in Moodle environment together with separate quiz segments, external links, and guidance for interactive elements (group work & chat).

3. Aims of the study

The study was using LMS Log information to detect the elements that help students to reach their learning goals in flipped classroom course of bioscience and student actions related to high risk of drop-out and course failures. The study was focusing on the following questions:

1) What happens on students’ learning success when lecture course is changed into FL?
2) Are students able to manage their study time in distant, self-regulated learning?
3) How different resources, tasks, and supportive mechanisms help students to reach the learning outcomes of the course?
4) Is it possible to identify students-at-risk and how early the identification based on LMS log information can be made?
4. Methods

In fall semester 2016 145 students from University of Eastern Finland and 16 students of continuous learning were participating on the Basics of Cellular and Molecular Biology course. Majority (57 %) of the students were freshmen, for who the course was one of their first experience on Higher Education, beside which 50 % of the students were taking the course outside their major studies. Therefore, students had large variance on background knowledge and limited information, how to study successfully on university level courses.

The course contained textbook (Campbell Biology 2011 pp 78-475), short video lectures, podcast series (in Soundcloud) and external www-links as source of information, quizzes for self-evaluation of learning and weekly 2 h group work sessions and online-chat (Slack) to build the learning community and to synchronize learning during the 8 Cp and 7-week course. The course material was available in Moodle LMS from the beginning of each study week after which it was in a free use for the students. Students were encouraged to use quizzes and to participate on live group work and online chat with extra points (<10 % of the maximal points) for their activity. The extra points were based on the participation – not on the skills of the students on quizzes or group work outcomes.

The course started 24th October and ended 9th December 2016. Written examinations were held in three segments (Biochemistry 11/7, Cell biology 11/28 & Molecular biology 12/16) in Fall 2016 to evaluate the learning outcomes of the students. In Spring 2017 students were able to participate on two examinations during which they were able to remake any of the segments. Grading was based on 0-5 scaling in which 50 % of the maximal points (150 p) were required for passing the course with a grade 1/5 and 90% were required for achieving the highest grade 5/5 on the course. The grading was based on similar evaluation criteria as was used in the prior traditional lecture course to demonstrate the learning of students in blended/online learning. Questions in the examinations were based on the course material but students had free choice on the material they wanted to use during the course. Therefore, students were encouraged to blended participation and self-regulated learning before participating on group work, but they were allowed to study completely online and without using any components of the course.

Table 1  
Potential course outcome affecting factors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Static data</td>
<td>Main study subject</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Years of study in the university</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resources</td>
<td>Amount of all LMS logs including all activity in Moodle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Visiting events in pages containing any studying material of the course</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Visiting events in pages containing lecture videos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Visiting events in pages containing external www-links</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tasks</td>
<td>Visiting events in pages containing quizzes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time management</td>
<td>Days of any LMS activity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Average LMS log per day with any activity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Days in which LMS activity is higher than the average activity of the student</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supportive mechanisms</td>
<td>Participation and activity of the student on online-chat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Participation and activity of the student on group work sessions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Academic research in which students’ LMS activity is combined with their learning outcome have legal and ethical challenges. Therefore, a separate agreement was asked from the students to participate the study, in which their anonymized LMS activity and learning outcomes were analyzed to reveal the behavioral differences affecting on learning success. Majority of the students (100 persons) gave permission for the use of their information on this study. The course outcome and participation on course activities were combined with analyzes of Moodle log information of the voluntary students. Several literature-based parameters [2,6] were selected as potential course outcome affecting factors, beside student static data (Table 1). As over 90% of the students were
Caucasian with Finnish nationality and Finnish as their mother language, demographic information was not used in this study.

4.1. Analyses

Log data containing 62900 events were analyzed with SigmaPlot 14.0 (Systat Software) in three setups. Effects of flipped classroom on studying behavior and course outcome were analyzed by comparing the students with participation on social activity (online-chat, group work session) with students studying the course completely online and without need for interactivity. These two group comparisons were made either with Student’s t-test or Mann-Whitney rank sum test depending on the normality of the distribution. To evaluate the best practices of the studying behavior, potential factors of course outcome were analyzed for students with outcome (grades 0 – 5) and these groups were compared by using Kruskal-Wallis One Way Analysis of Variance on Rank together with Dunn’s Method as a post-hog method to calculate the difference between the individual groups. To detect the main components of the factors affecting course outcome regression between course points (0-150) and the factors were analyzed with Best Subset Regression in which linear regression of parameter combinations will be used to model the course outcome. In all cases, P<0,05 was considered as statistically significant difference between the groups and in Best Subset regression the simplest model in which least bias (Cp is among the smallest), adjusted R² highest and the variance inflation factor (VIF) below 5 in all parameters, was selected [44].

5. Results

In general, shift from 46 h lecture course to a flipped classroom mode with 20 h of video lectures and 14 h of group work activities was successful: failure rate decreased from 20,4 to 14,4 % at the same time when proportion of excellent grades (5/5) increased from 5,4 to 15,2 % of the students. Moreover, course examinations were planned to be at least as demanding as on the prior lecture course on Bloom’s taxonomy. There were no statistically significant differences in learning success between students selecting the course as their major studies, taking the course in their minor studies, or participating on the course as continuous learners. In comparison, freshmen were able to achieve the learning goals better than students with earlier university studies (P=0,003). Therefore, lecture course experience in university studies does not help students in more self-oriented study work and flipped classroom can be used even for the newcomers in the higher education without reduction of course learning goals and outcomes.

Electronic material and LMS provide more information on the studying behavior of the students than is possible to collect on a traditional lecture course. The LMS use was clearly periodical (Fig 1) during the course and students were producing over 960 events during the most active day but only 116 events on the average. Typically, LMS activity was high on the day before each examination and similar peak was seen also in the podcast channel related to the course (Fig 1A). Periodical activity on LMS indicate a link between the student outcome and the last night study work. Therefore, the average daily LMS activity of the students with different grades was tested (Fig 1B). Students either failing the course or passing it below 60 % learning outcome (grade 1/5) were studying mainly on a single day just before each examination (days 16, 36 & 55). The main difference between the students failing or passing with a low grade was on the daily activity: students passing the course with low grade were using the LMS twice the average activity of the students failing the course. In comparison, the students with better outcome on the course (Grades 2 – 5) were studying on several days and in the highest groups with above 80 % learning outcome (Grades 4 & 5) the peak before exams was absent.
Figure 1: Periodic activity of the LMS. A) All logs on the LMS during the first 100 days of the course (upper figure). All activity of students not participating on the study are excluded. Days of examinations are marked with white triangles on the top. Listening events on the course podcast channel was available also outside the students of this study (bottom). B) Use of any learning components in LMS made by students with different course outcome. C) Days of any activity (Logs) on LMS in different student groups (up left), average daily LMS use (up right), proportion of LMS use of the most active day of all activity during the course (bottom left) and number of days with more LMS activity than the average of the student’s daily use (bottom right). Asterix (*) indicate statistically significant difference between students passing the course with certain grade and the students failing the course (0).

The regularity and periodical activity on the course were tested quantitatively with four parameters (Fig 1C). Firstly, the number of days with any activity on the LMS was higher in students
with high learning outcomes (upper left). Secondly, the number of log events on each day indicating the amount of daily study hours was similar in all student groups (upper right, P=0.243). Thirdly, the last night studying was detected by comparing the activity of the most active day to all logs of the student on LMS (lower left). Students failing the course were using LMS only on single days for which their logs on the most active day was almost ¼ of all activity on the course whereas students passing the course were studying more regularly. Fourth parameter mark the regularity of study work with the number of days during which students have been using LMS more than their personal average use. This parameter does not count days of minimal activity (few minutes logging on LMS) like the days of any LMS activity for which it can detect better the number of days in which students have actively used LMS for their learning. All these statistical comparisons indicate that time management is a critical element of studying success. Students failing the course are using less days for their active learning. However, the amount of daily LMS use is not a key to success.

**Figure 2**: Use of learning components. A) Comparison between learning outcomes, Logs on the LMS during the course and visits on the course pages containing any learning related information. B) Comparison between learning outcomes and visits on video lecture containing course pages (left), quiz containing course pages (middle) and course pages with external links to supplementary material (right). Asterix (*) indicate statistically significant difference between students passing the course with certain grade and the students failing the course (0).

The usefulness of course material was tested by comparing the use of different course material with learning outcome of the student (Fig 2). Studying success had a linear correlation with LMS total use as well as students’ visit on learning related content of the course in LMS (Fig 2A). Therefore, harder the student was working with course material, higher grade they got, which indicate a high role of resource use for learning success. Interestingly, the use of LMS and use of course material
pages affect grading with different steepness. This small but significant difference is related to log events of starting and ending the learning session, caused by regular study work.

By comparing the use of different course material one can identify content that is in essential role for learning success. Therefore, the number of visits on pages containing video lecture, quiz, or links to external supplementary sources were compared (Fig 2B). Video lectures were in a high use during the course: practically all students visited on lecture containing pages as many times as there are lectures (50). However, students with at least 80 % learning outcome were using more lectures during the course. In comparison, use of quizzes was increased drastically by nearly all students passing the course. Interestingly, LMS contained only 14 sessions of quizzes and students were remaking the same quizzes several times to test their knowledge. Moreover, this seek for a perfect quiz score was done without score affecting the final grading. The course contained 35 links to external sources (video material in English etc.) but these were used only by the students with >70 % learning outcome. Therefore, external material is not helping students to pass the course, but it can motivate students who are looking for more demanding tasks. These results indicate a high importance of self-evaluation and tasks with free allowance to quiz on learning success.

The main difference between blended learning (e.g., flipped classroom) and traditional online course is the interaction between students and teacher. The importance of this learning community on learning success was tested by comparing the learning outcome of students taking part on group work / chat with students participating on the same course without interactive elements. As a member of interactive learning community, students were able to achieve better the learning goals (Table 2). Moreover, interactive students were having drastically increased passing rate: almost 70 % of the students not participating on any social activity were not able to finish and pass the course, whereas drop-out/failure was happening only 4 – 23 % of students who had some social activity. Interestingly, this learning community boost was seen also in students who were only reading other students chat or participating on a single 2 h group work during the course. Therefore, learning community and supportive mechanisms are essential element of successful learning. However, the participation on social events motivated students to study more regularly, using more lecture material and quizzes. Thus, group work was filling its purpose. However, these interactions demonstrate that simple comparison of single elements is unable to identify the best learning strategies.

| Table 2 |

| Effects of interactive elements on the course success and study activity |
|---|---|---|---|---|---|
| Group work | chat | n | course points (0-150) | pass rate | active learning days | lecture use | quiz use |
| + | + | 24 | 107.3 ±7.4* | 95.8 %* | 36.3 ±1.2* | 121.2 ±14.8* | 101.3 ±8.0* |
| - | - | 29 | 49.4 ±7.1 | 31.0 % | 20.4 ±2.4 | 30.3 ±8.9 | 36.6 ±7.5 |
| + | - | 66 | 92.4 ±4.3* | 77.2 %* | 33.8 ±1.5* | 106.0 ±10.0* | 93.1 ±5.5* |
| - | + | 32 | 53.9 ±7.2 | 34.3 % | 20.9 ±2.3 | 35.7 ±9.5 | 40.4 ±7.7 |
| + | - | 27 | 106.2 ±7.1* | 92.5 %* | 35.1 ±1.5* | 117.6 ±14.1* | 98.7 ±8.1* |
| - | + | 71 | 69.7 ±4.6 | 52.1 % | 27.6 ±1.8 | 69.8 ±9.4 | 67.2 ±6.1 |

To reveal the most important parameters affecting learning outcome Best Subset Regression was analyzed by calculating the correlation between learning outcome and all combinations of 1 – 14 parameters (variable). Mallows’ Cp had minimum with 5, adjusted Rsquare maximum with 3 and Variance Inflation Factor demonstrated that independency of some parameters in more complex models than 5 parameters was questionable (Table 3). Therefore, five parameter model was describing the learning success with high predictability ($R^2=0.645$). In comparison, there was no difference between the students taking the course in main and minor study, or students in a degree program of continuous learning (P=0,221), indicating the studying activity have larger role in course success than student’s previous studies.
A closer look on the model demonstrate that successful learning requires skills of using resources (logs and lecture views), time management skills (max use/all use) as well as use of supportive mechanisms (group work and/or chat) (Table 4). Predictability of some parameters remains still to be elucidated: chat has linear regression with a high risk of detecting non-existing differences (P>0,05). Therefore, relatively small sample size of the study cannot reveal the benefits rarely used chat. Moreover, it was unable to detect the learning through quizzes although their use had a clear correlation with learning outcome ($R^2=0,315$).

To be useful, learning analytics should be able to show the early warning of students with high risk of drop-out/failure. Therefore, students’ LMS activity was tracked during the first 3 weeks of the course (Figure 3). Students, whose learning outcome was below 60%, had daily activity on LMS c. 50% of the average activity during the first study week (Fig 3 A). During the second week students passing the course with a low grade (1/5) increased their activity toward average use whereas failing students had LMS activity below 70 % of the average. The differences can be linked to increased participation on group work and regularity of the studies. Students with below 70 % activity were having a high risk of failure/drop-out: passing rate 41,3 and 37,2 % on the day 7 and 14, respectively. In comparison, students with at least 70 % of the average activity were passing the course with 82,7 and 83,6 % passing rate on the same days. Therefore, low activity can be used to predict the students under risks.
Figure 3: Activity in the first weeks. A) Average cumulative logs, cumulative logs of low-grade passing students (1/5) and failing (0/5). Dashed lines indicate 70% and 50% of the average activity and numbers show the passing rate of students with above or over 70% of average activity. B) Development of learning activity differences among students with different learning outcomes as P-value (upper) and course activity of students during the first 7 and 14 days. Asterix (*) indicate statistically significant difference between students passing the course with certain grade and the students failing the course (0).

Students with different learning outcome were compared to clarify the speed of developing learning behavioral differences (Fig 3B). After five days on the course there was statistically significant differences (P<0.05 Kruskal-Wallis) on LMS use between students with different learning outcomes. Moreover, after 1st week students achieving at least 60% of the maximum (i.e. grade 2/5) were using LMS more than students failing the course. Therefore, low LMS activity during the first week of the course predicts a high risk of failure, but differences between failure and low-grade passing are too small for predictions.

6. Discussion

In this study, I have demonstrated that the challenges in time management are in a key role of learning success in online/blended courses (Fig 1, Table 2-3). Therefore, in any courses with summative evaluation, some students will fail the exams as they are not able to study with a steady pace, as has been demonstrated elsewhere [34-36]. This is a strong argument for formative evaluation. In comparison, against my preliminary thoughts, student’s static data did not have any effect on the learning success. Therefore, carefully planned course with progressively structured content can help students with any background to reach the learning goals.

I have shown that video lectures in LMS are widely used among the students: almost every student opened each lecture at least once (Fig 2). This was a surprise for me for two reasons. Firstly, based on the pilot flipped classroom courses in our institute, I had assumed lower viewing rate (c. 30%). Secondly, the lectures were recorded with low-tech video production (screencast). The online lectures reached more students than prior onsite lectures of the same course (c. 30 – 50%). Therefore,
information delivery on the lecture is increased in online environment, for which learners can achieve the learning goals better than in a traditional lecture course.

More detail analysis of the course content revealed the importance of quiz-based self-evaluation and the low importance of external www-material for learning success (Fig 2). Neither of these parameters was explaining the grade in linear form: the use of quizzes was increasing dramatically in low grades whereas external www-material was used only by more advanced students. Therefore, linear models can underestimate or overestimate the value of some course content for learning (Table 2). For the online course developers, these results highlight the value of freely used quizzes for increasing the pass-rate, as has been described elsewhere [45], and limitations of external www-material to motivate students who struggles with the learning content.

This study demonstrated the effectivity of social activity on learning success (Table 2 – 4). Weekly group work meetings and online chat was helping students to maintain the motivation and to reach the learning goals of the course. In several studies students have expressed the difficulty to maintain the motivation and persistence throughout a course [7,34–36], for which online courses without interaction lead easily to a low pass rate. The benefit of social activities exceeded the costs of organizing the group work: ⅔ of students participating on group work sessions were able to finish the course successfully whereas only 1/3 of the students without participation on these events were passing the course. Therefore, the presence of teacher during the course is essential and meeting students even in relatively small groups is economically productive.

To be useful for organizations, learning analytics should be able to identify learners at risk, deliver intervention suggestions that work, and be cost-effective [2]. Only then teachers can use learning analytics to help students on their learning progresses. For this purpose, learning analytics can provide information on the key factors of learning success (Table 3 – 4). However, not all these factors are useful in real-time tracking of students’ activity [10]. In the current study, proportion of maximal daily use of LMS has strong influence on learning, but naturally, it cannot be measured until the course is over. Therefore, simple uncomplete model can reveal the students at-risk early. For this reason, I tracked the LMS use of the students during the first days of the course and identified statistically significant differences already 4 days after introduction lecture (Figure 3). Similar useful parameters have been described elsewhere [13,14,46]. Average use of course material during the first week of the course is a simple factor to calculate and it can be used to identify students with below certain study rate (e.g., 70 % of average) as they are in high risk of failing or dropping out. It is worth to mention that the current study cannot determinate the exact date or relative LMS activity on which high-risk-students can be identified as the passing rate was increasing linearly with the LMS use even during the first week of the course.

The study demonstrates that by affecting supportive mechanisms, use of resources and time management guidance teacher can help students to reach the learning goals. This support interactive learning models, like CoI, as tools to develop the course [23,25]. Interestingly, the earlier university studies did not help students to achieve learning goals. Especially, students taking the course in their minor studies and studied in the university earlier only onsite had significant difficulties to pass the course. Therefore, support for self-regulated learning and schedule-planning should be offered to students throughout their studies.

6.1. Limitations of the study

Although the current study was tracking all student activity in LMS during the course, it was unable to measure all potentially learning success affecting parameters. During the course in fall 2016 video server of university had closures that lasted several days. These silent periods might have reduced learning activity specially of students with less motivation, or students with large time management challenges. Moreover, the study was not tracking activity outside LMS and interactive elements. Therefore, students can have used podcasts, textbook, and lecture notes for their learning. However, the linear correlation between LMS log information and learning success indicate that the study was using representative sample of parameters for reliable conclusions.

The predictability of the learning related factor model identified in this study remains to be elucidated. The models generated for a specific course can have limited usability in general [47]. More research is needed to find the best practices, how teachers can modulate online and blended teaching,
help students to fully participate early on the course studies, and increase the pass rate of the courses without reduction of the learning goals.
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